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This Old Hammer TBB – Words 

Tenors: This old hammer__, killed John Henry__, 

Tenors: This old hammer__, killed John Henry__, 

Tenors: Bur it won’t kill me__, No it won’t kill me__, 

Tenors: _______This old hammer__________This old hammer, 

Baritone: This old hammer__, built the railroad_____________, 

Bass:  _______This old hammer__________This old hammer, 

Tenors: _______This old hammer__________This old hammer, 

Baritone: This old hammer__, built the railroad_____________,  

Bass:  _______This old hammer__________This old hammer, 

Tenors: ______________________Yes it wrecked my soul, 

Baritone: But it wrecked my soul__, Yes, it wrecked my soul,  

Bass:  _______________But     it     wrecked     my     soul, 

Tenors: This old hammer sounds like thunder, but it cries, cries like rain, 

Baritone: This old hammer sounds like thunder, but it cries, cries like rain, 

Bass:  (Does not sing) 

Tenors: This old hammer__ sings the story__ proud and strong, proud and strong 

Baritone: This old hammer__ sings the story__ proud and strong, proud and strong 

Bass:                              (does not sing)             proud and strong, proud and strong 

Tenors: _____________This old hammer___ shines like silver, 

Baritone: This old hammer__ shines like silver_____________, 

Bass:  _____________This old hammer___ shines like silver, 

Tenors: _____________This old hammer___ shines like silver, 

Baritone: This old hammer__ shines like silver_____________, 

Bass:  _____________This old hammer___ shines like silver, 

Tenors: _____________This old hammer___ shines like silver, 

Baritone: This old hammer__ shines like silver________, but it rings like 

Bass:  _____________This old hammer___ shines like silver, 

Tenors: but it rings, yes, it rings like gold, Yes, it rings like gold, 

Baritone: gold_____, yes, it rings like gold, Yes, it rings like gold, 

Bass:  but it rings, yes, it rings like gold, Yes, it rings like gold, 
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Tenors: This old hammer sounds like thunder__, but it cries___,     cries like rain. 

Baritone: _____This old hammer sounds like thunder, but it cries, cries like rain__. 

Bass:  _____This old hammer sounds like thunder, but it cries            like rain__. 

Tenors: (do not sing) 

Baritone: (do not sing) 

Bass:  This old hammer, This old hammer, this old hammer,  

Tenors: (do not sing) 

Baritone: This old hammer, killed John Henry, this old hammer, killed John 

Bass:  __________This old hammer, this old hammer, this old hammer,  

Tenors: __ But it won’t kill me, but it won’t kill, but it won’t kill me, 

Baritone: Henry_____this old hammer killed John Henry____This old 

Bass:  This old hammer__, this old hammer__, this old hammer__,  

Tenors: _______________ But it won’t kill__ me, but it won’t kill, 

Baritone: hammer killed John Henry, this old hammer killed John Henry, 

Bass:  This old hammer__, this old hammer__, this old hammer__,  

Tenors: But it won’t kill__me, but it won’t kill me__, But it won’t kill me__, 

Baritone: This old hammer___ killed John Henry, 

Bass:  This old hammer__, this old hammer__, this old hammer__,  

Tenors: But it won’t kill me__, but it won’t kill me,  

Baritone: (does not sing) 

Bass:  This old hammer,          but it won’t kill me,  

All:   But it won’t kill me, but it won’t kill me. 

 


